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Procam x hd camera pro apk download

Free Download ProCam X (HD Camera Pro) APK for Android, will turn your phone into the professional camera you want to be, with full control over exposure, focus, white balance, ISO and other features like a professional camera that can bring your mobile photos to the next level. You can also free
download CamScanner ProCam X to turn your phone into the professional camera you want to be, with full control over exposure, focus, white balance, ISO and other features like a professional camera that can bring your mobile photos to the next level. Take the best capture of a photo and even upload
high-definition video. Features of Exposure Control (Lock/Adjust Value)White Balance ControlManual ISO * Manual Focus * Manual Shutter Speed * IntervalometerBurst Shooting ModeSet custom video bit rateRealtime filter / color effectGeotaggingAnti Shake Create photos with different effects and more
for HD camera for features, such as manual exposure lock, manual ISO, white balance, HD camera for grid view, gold grid ratio, etc. and achieve the highest level of photography with this professional camera and fast hd camera. The best camera features are described below: Burst camera mode with
configurable delay to create stop motion or create time-lapse video Face Detection/Facial Recognition Front back hd camera for selection. Professional hd camera features: Scene mode, focus mode, tear mode, color effects, white balance and manual lock exposure, manual ISO. Choose a 4k quality and
video resolution. 4K camera recording (With optional audio recording) such as az camera hd Option to turn off shutter sound. GUI to change orientation without pause works in any direction. Adjustable volume buttons (image to increase reception or change exposure compensation). Excellent as best hd
camera performance Remote control (optional audio countdown) timer (with configurable delay) automatic repeat mode. Customizable volume buttons perform fast operation, such as the AZ Camera DSLR Camera feature to adjust shutter speed Manual focus as DSLR camera DSLR camera camera
functions select manual ISO manual exposure Interval Shot for time interval and stop movement Location targeting function Remove with multi-touch gesture and single-touch control. The ability to lock a photo or 4k video in portrait or landscape orientation. 4K video recording on supported device, turn
phone into 4k camera Realtime Photo Filter Photo Grid: 4K camera app, gold ratio line Disable shutter sound/silent camera app when shooting or recording 4k video Optional GPS location tagging (geotagging), photos and videos; For photos that the compass direction contains. Date and time stamp in
photographs, position and implements its own text. (Some) external microphone support. Manual focus distance; manual ISO for camera exposure lock RAW (DNG) files on the front and from camera Manual ISO / iso manual or just balancing ISO (set iso manual) Flash mode function Brightness /
exposure settings Best To create a time limit or stop movement that requires interval shooting ProCam X will turn your phone into a professional camera with full exposure control, focus, white balance, ISO and other features like a professional camera that can bring your mobile photos to the next level.
Take the best capture of a photo and even upload high-definition video. FEATURES * Burst mode camera with configurable delay to create stop motion or accelerated video * Face detection / facial recognition * To select the camera in front of your back. * Features of professional HD cameras * Choose
quality and 4K video resolution. * 4K camera recording (with optional audio recording) as HD camera * Ability to disable shutter sound. * GUI change orientation without pause works in any direction. ProCam X ( HD Camera Pro ) - nice to use and curious in its qualities, the application is for anyone who
wants to get a more comfortable and professional camera on their mobile gadget. Here the user gets direct access to exposure, focus, white balance, ISO and other settings that affect the end result. The program also works with video recording, including 4K. There's a lot of other stuff. For example,
protection, entering different data in the file for convenience, photo grid, photo filters, convenient, programmable control, and so on. Download fromeGoogle Play Application UpdateRating: Description :P roCam X (HD Camera Pro) is a easy-to-use and high-quality application for anyone looking for a more
comfortable and professional camera for their mobile devices. Here the user has direct access to exposure, focus, white balance, ISO and other settings that affect the end result. The program also works with video, including 4K. There's a lot more. As protection is for example, displaying different data in
the file for greater comfort, photo settings, photo filters, convenient, programmable controls and so on. Features: + Burst camera mode with configurable lag for making stop-motion or time-lapse videos + Face Detection / Face Detection + Front Rear HD Camera Selection. + Professional Camera HD
features: Scene Mode, Focus Mode, Burst Mode, Color Effects, White Balance and Manual Exposure Lock, Manual ISO. + Select and 4k video quality and resolution. + 4K camera recording (with optional audio recording) such as HD camera + Ability to turn off shutter sound. If you really want to become
a photographer, you'll want a great camera to take really good pictures. However, your wallet doesn't allow that. All you have is an old camera on an outdated phone, the video capture software is too cramped to do much. You'll probably feel confused and don't know where to start. Then please introduce
Procam X, this will be the appropriate solution for you. Turn your phone into a professional Camera Procam X is a professional application for photography for mobile phones, for low-speed phones with outdated camera sets. This app your phone's camera to a whole new level. If you've only ever been
able to take pictures and videos at a resolution of only 480p, or 720p is just enough to look at, then now you can improve the quality of your photos and videos to 4K UHD. The software will make your phone camera smarter with ultra-modern camera algorithms. These algorithms will help the phone's
camera set the image completely automatically. Additionally, you can use additional customized features. Discover advanced features of this photo application Many different modes The first feature of the application is to customize the focus of the image using 6 different modes. The first mode is
autofocus. With this feature, the application adjusts the camera lens to automatically focus the image. The second mode is the Focus macro, which allows you to better take background photos when shooting details of objects near the camera. The third mode is focus lock. You click a specific point on the
screen and the camera is locked at that point to focus until you click elsewhere to change another point. The fourth mode is Focus Infinity. This mode is the exact opposite of Focus Macro mode, instead of removing the background, the objects in the distance will be bright and the objects near the camera
will blur. The fifth mode is manual focus. In this mode the application gives you a lens simulator, you can surf to rotate like a real camera lens. The ultimate mode is to focus a continuous image. This mode makes it easy for the camera to focus on capturing moving objects. 4K Camera Recording also has
features to adjust shutter speed, support for shooting and videos of fast moving objects. You can have the app edited automatically or customized to your liking if automatic mode isn't enough to meet your needs. This feature, combined with continuous image focus mode, makes it easy for the camera to
keep up with fast-moving objects such as vehicles on the road or children playing in the park. The picture you take will now become more professional than ever. In addition, the application also allows you to adjust the brightness. You can also use this feature to select automatic or manual modes like
other picture brightness adjustment modes. Along with adjusting the brightness, the application also allows you to adjust the light balance so that the image is suitable for the surrounding environment, such as electric light siete, cloud, sunlight, ... HDR, manual focus... You'll get that this exposure balance
mode is actually like setting the color temperature for images if you adjust them manually. The higher the color temperature, the more colorful the image will be in warmer colors, and it will be red. If you set the color temperature to low, the image color will prefer a cold color that is blue. Another very
excellent feature of this application is that it supports HDR photography, which helps Camera capture very clear images in the context of the scene, including a bright spot. Realtime Photo Filter Application has a very easy-to-see and easy-to-use interface. At the top of the application, the interface is a
quick custom toolbar that allows you to quickly customize the camera without the hasse of steps. You can adjust the resolution of the image with a simple touch, or customize the sound to turn off the video, etc. If your phone has a built-in memory card, you can customize it. It is used to store photos and
videos there to save space on your phone. In short, Procam X is a great application for amateur and professional photographers who specialize in taking pictures with their phones. The app turns your outdated camera into the better according to extremely modern camera algorithms. If you are passionate
about photography and want to start a business, this app is a better choice. Selection.
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